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they overlie a thin veneer of basal Paleozoic elastics
(Granite Wash) and the Precambrian. They, in turn. are
overlain by the interlayered anhydrite salts and carbonates
of the Muskeg Formation. In places, Precambrian basemenr highs may he overlain by middle Muskeg units in the
absence of the Keg River Formation and the basal portion
of the Muskeg Formation. In such areas, the sahs of the
Muskeg Formation may have been extensively dissolved
(Anderson et al., IYXYn. b).
The Keg River Formation
is the principal
reservoir
facies at the Panny and Trout fields of the Senen area. the
basal Paleozoic clestics being a secondary target (Figure
I). Generally.
reservoirs
occur where the Keg River
Formation
is structurally
closed across, or against the
flanks of, underlying Precambrian highs. Such structures
are usually characterised on seismic data by time-structural
closure at the Slave Point, base of the Muskeg salt, and
Precambrian
horizons; also by lateral variations in the
amplitudes
of thehe events. Exceptions
occur where
Precambrian structural highs have triggered extensive postdcpositionel dissolution of the Muskcg Formation salts. In
such areas. the Slave Point Formation can be anomalously
low as a result of the leaching and subsequent collapse.
Very little has been publicly presented on the Senen
area, either of a geophysical
or a geological
nature.
Campbell (1987) discusses the stratigraphy and facies of
the area; Cant (198X) discusses the regional structure and
tectonic development of the Peace River arch and adjacent
areas, while Mitchell (1988) summarises (from an oral presentation) many of the seismological aspects.
Throughout
this paper, such expressions as f/v KCE
R&I.
hwixn
OT PW?I, or mflwrion
refer to the top of the
named unit unless explicitly
otherwise stated. Similarly,

we presenl,hPx exampleseismicSecfi<wk”,” the general
scncr aira Of*,tJerta.two from IhCPannyfiC,dandonefromthe
Trwt field. The seismicsxprcsbiooh ol variousstratigraphicw~in
in the interprrtsriw arc discuisrd. ‘The
IhaI arc of *ignilicsncr
KegRiver Formati”” ii rile principntICsErYllirtack\ I” ,k scncx
aru and typically is productivewheredrapedacres or wedge*
out againsl Precambrian
5Iructural highs. The Keg Rircr
Formarion
is overiain by thr Murkcg ~ormaiion (~tw haral
Murksg anhydriteilnd interlayercds”cceSSi”n“1 Murk&, SiikS.
imhydrites andcarhonaws).
Ihe WauMoumin Fumwtionandthe
Slave hint Formation. The contact bcLwcenIhe Kef Rivc~
Formnlionan* tile basalMurkeg aohydritedoer no, genrmte8
discernible seismic event.Thrrefwr, itm~tuw iatthis levelcnusthe
inferred on the hasisof lime-sIructw:IIrelief alunp threeother
rn”X prominenrref,ec,ionr: ,llC Prccambri;mthe txse of the
M”S!q sat,andrile SlavePointevents.I” ,h”W areaswherethe
Precambrian
is nwr,ain hy middleM”S!q ,llli,S.rctlecf,o”-c”n,inucly prohlrms are encounWrcd.In theseplaces.chr overlying
Muskegsa,,silaw co”m,nly heenleachedand.a!.a ES”,, “f colapie, the Slave Poinl Formarion is olten anomalousiy low.
ahugh the Mukeg does nut Ihave10 be in ccmacl with the
Precambrian
fi~rhaltrcrnwd to hwc occurred.Onrhebaskni he
amplitudeof Ihe PrrcamhriallCV2”~and lk prr\mcc or ahscnce
“f dimractions.ilrcas“f CxtmSiYC
disi”l”tion alid b*ssmenrS,T”C~
fural lowscanusui~liybedifferentiated.

During
the Senex
the Peace
Formation
carbonate
Formation
Manuscnpi
‘Departmenl

late Eifelian to early Givetian time (Figure I).
area of north-central Alberta. to the northeast of
River arch, was part of the fringing Keg River
carbonate shelf (Figures 2 and 3). These shelfal
sediments
of the present-day
Keg River
have a variable argillaceous content. Typically.
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such expressions as the Sluw PoindK~g
Kiev
interval
refer to the interval between the two named tops, unless the
word inclusive is added, in which cast the lower unit is
also to be included in the interval. The maps OS the Panny
and Trout areas (Figures 4 and 5) show the locations of the
wells incorporated in the geologic cross-sections and the
approximate locations of the example seismic lines used as
templates
in this paper. In the following
discussions,
emphasis is placed on those geologic features which are
pertinent to the interpretation of the example seismic data.
PANNY FIELD

Interpretation

of the geologic cross-section

Two of the four wells incorporated
into the structural
geologic cross-sections,
I-3.96.6W5
and 3-1 I-96-hW5
(Figure 6, line I), drilled in 1983 and 1984, respectively,
currently produce oil from the Keg River Formation. The
other wells, 3.S-96.6W5 and 4.5.Yb-6W5 (Figure 7, line
2), were drilled in 1984 and abandoned. Log suites for
each of these wells are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Structural relief between the wells has been inferred from
the seismic data.
The deepest horizon identified on the cross-section is the
Precambrian. As illustrated (Figure 8). this is a surface of
considerable relief, typically up to 100 m, as a result ot

pre-Devonian tectonism and erosion. Structural highs, such
as those beneath the 3-l I and 3-5 wells (Figures 6 and 7)
are prevalent throughout the Panny area. Generally, such
structures are mapped by seismic data as being areally
closed rather than as lineaments, a pattern which is consistent both with the notion of an erosional surface and with
that of later (post-Devonian)
faulting on conjugate sets of
plants. As shown for out examples (Figures 6 and 7). the
basal Paleozoic elastics and Keg River sediments thin significantly from off-structure to on-structure. This is consistent with the idea that the Precambrian relief is essentially
unchanged since the Early Devonian and that drape of
overlying formations is a result of differential compaction.
However, there is evidence, both geological (Cant, 1988)
and geophysical (P.C. Starnino, pers. comm.) of renewed
faulting since Keg River time (Middle Devonian), either on
new surfaces or as reactivation
of former faults. Many
casts have been observed on seismic data where Devonian
sediments thicken over Precambrian structural highs, presumably us a result of reactivation of faults which then
could have served as conduits for waters which, in places,
have leached out quantities of salt (P.C. Starnino, pas.
comm.). It may well be that different tectonic and sedimentary effects have dominated in different parts of this extcnsive area (Figure 3). This is a fertile area for future
research.

m
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a

Formation in the 3-S and 4-5 wells is 4 and 45 m thick,
respectively (Figure 7), while the Precambrian in the 3-5
well is XI m structurally higher than in the 4-5 well. In
addition, the top of the Keg River Formation in the 3-S
well is 41 m higher than in the 4-5 well and structurally
closed.
Argillaceous
carbonates tend to predominate
in the
lower Keg River Formation while cleaner carbonates are
predominant in the upper part (Figures 6 and 7). Typically,
these upper carbonates are productive where they are stmcturally closed over the underlying Precambrian, such as in
the l-3 and 3-l I wells (Figure 6). As rvidcnced by these
two wells, argillaceous
carbonates are generally absent
where the Precambrian is anomalously high.
The Keg River Formation in the Panny area is overlain
by the Muskeg Formation, an interlayered
sequence of
salts and anhydrites. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the
basal anhydrite of this formation seals the Keg River reservoir. Although this basal anhydrite has a slightly higher
velocity
and density than the underlying
Keg River
Formation, the contact between these two units is not well
imaged on the seismic data. However, the contact between
this basal anhydrite and the overlying salt can be delineated seismically and is frequently referred to as the near-Keg
River event. As is evident on the cross-sections (Figures 6
and 7), the near-Keg River (salt/anhydrite) contact is more
or less parallel to the anhydrite/Keg
River contact. In
Figures 6 and 7, one may also see that the Muskeg, Slave
Point and Beaverhill Lake horizons drape across anomalow Precambrian structures.
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Fig. 3. Facies map of the general Senex area showing locations of
the Panny and Trout fields (alter Campbell, 1987).
Within the study area, the Precambrian is overlain by
basal Paleozoic elastics and the Keg River Formation.
Generally, the Keg River is thinner above Precambrian
highs and thicker elsewhere. For example, the Keg River

-1:96

c95
Fig. 4. Map of the Panny study area in Alberta showing the wells
used in the cross-sections (Figures 6 and 7).

Interpretation

of the seismic line

The two example seismic lines (Figures Y and IO) are
96.trace 24.fold data and were recorded in I982 using a
Vibroseis source. They were shot using a 1530-m split
spread, 120-m shot spacing and a 24-m group interval. In
Figure I I, a one-dimensional
(I-D) synthetic seismogram
for the 3-l I -96.6W5 well is presented. The synthetic and
field data correlate at the Precambrian, near-Keg River,
Slave Point, and Ireton events. The Wabamun event,
although not shown on the synthetic, is also confidently
identified on the seismic data (Figures Y and IO) on the
basis of regional correlations. The Wabamun event is usually not displayed on synthetics in the Senex area as casing
is usually set below this horizon prior to logging. In Figure
12, a velocity model and a corresponding two-dimensional
(2-D) synthetic seismic section for the geologic cross-scction (line 2) is presented.
Each of Figures 13 and I4 also show sonic-log models
with corresponding 2-D synthetic seismic sections. These
models
demonstrate
how the amplitudes
of the
Precambrian and near-Keg River events vary as a function
of relief along the Precambrian.
As the Keg River
Formation
is typically,
though not always, productive
where draped across closed Precambrian highs, the capability of recognizing the signatures of such features is critical. On the synthetic seismic sections, the amplitudes of
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Fig. 5. Map oi the Trout study area in Alberta showing the wells used in the cross-section (Figure 151,
both the Precambrian and the near-Keg River events are
greliter off-structure
than they are on-structure.
As discussed below. these lateral amplitude changes arc attributed principally
to interference effects related to the onstructure thinning of both the basal Paleozoic elastic section and the basal Muskeg anhydrite/T’recambrian
interval.
The effect of thinning of the basal Paleozoic elastic section is illustrated in Figure 13. In this model, the thickness
of the basal Muskeg anhydrite/Keg
River (inclusive) interval is kept constant while that of the basal Pilleoroic clastics is varied from 65 m (approximately
a half-wavelength)
to zero. Maximum tuning of the retlections from the top
and base of the elastics occurs at thicknesses near 32 m
(approximately
a quarter-wavelength).
At thicknrsses of

less than an eighth of a wavelength
(Ih m) the basal
Paleozoic elastics cannot be confidently resolved. At zero
thickness, the Precambrian is unconformably
overlain by
the Keg River Formation.
The effect
of thinning
of the basal
Murkeg
anhydritell’recambrian
interval is modelled in Figure 14.
Here. for illustrative purposes, the thickness of this interval
is decreased proportionately
from X0 m (approximately
a half-wavelength).
Maximum
tuning of the near-Keg
River and Precambrian
events occurs at thicknesses of
a half-wavelength
(about 80 m) and maximum destructive
interference
at thicknesses
of a quarter-wavelength
(about 40 m). As the modelled thickness is decreased.
the Precambrian
and near-Keg
River events become
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interval in the Peace River arch area (after Campbell,

1987) as viewed
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Fig. 9. Normal-polarity seismic section for line 1, Panny study area; see Figure 4 for well locations relative to the seismic line. The TD (totaldepth) point for the 1~3well is in the Precambrian; for the 3~11well it is in the Chinchaga Formation.
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Fig. 10. Normal-polarity seismic section for line 2, Panny study area; see Figure 4 for well locations relative to the seismic line. The TD point
for each of these wells is in the Precambrian.

mcreasingly tuned to each other. At the extreme of zero
thickness, the Precambrian would be unconformably
overlain by Muskeg salt. though this relationship is not known
to cxc”r I” practice.
In the intcrprcted seismic sections of line I (Figure 9)
and lint 2 (Figure 10) the lowest event identified,
the
Precambrian, is time-structurally
highest in the vicinity of
traces 185 and 207. respectively, which coincide with the
locations of the 3-1 I and 3-S well.s, respectively. In particular. one may note on line I (Figure
9) that the
Precambrian event at traces 41 and 301 is about IX ms and
8 ms lower than at tract 185, respectively.
On line 2
(Figure IO) the Precambrian at traces 61 and 281 is about

40 ms and 20 ms lower than at trace 207, respectively. As
shown on the geologic cross-sections (Figures 6 and 7),
these time-structural highs correlate with anomalous relief
along the Precambrian surface. As anticipated, both the
near-Keg River and Slave Point events drape across these
Precambrian
highs. The Slave PointiPrecambrian
timethickness decreases significantly
(on the order of 20 to
30 ms) from off-structure to on-structure, indicating that
the Slave Point/basal Paleozoic section, inclusive, is dcpw
sitionally
thinner on-structure. The overlying
Wahamun
event does not drape significantly
across the Precambrian
highs.
As the analysis of the suite of models would predict,
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Fig. 13. Sonic+g model and corresponding 2~D synthetic seismic section illustrating the seismic response to the thinning of the basal
Paleozoic elastic section. The vertical scales are twwway traveltime in seconds.

ilnomalous structures along the Precambrian arc mzmifcst~
ed as lateral amplitude changes and associated time-struttural relief along the Precambrian
and near-Keg River
events. More specifically,
the amplitudes
of both the
Precambrian and near-Keg River reflections arc significantly lower on-structure [in the vicinities of shotpoinls
IX5 (line I) and 207 (line 2)j than elsewhere. As demonstrated by modelling (Figures I I through 141, these lowei
amplitudes xe interference effects caused hy both the thinning of the basal Pnlcoroic cliistics ;md of the Muskcg
anhydritclbasal
clilstic section on-\tructurc.
One may
observe (Figure IO) th;lt in the vicinity of the 1-5 well
where the Muskeg anhydrite/Precambrian
intcrvnl is thin
(approximately
35 m or slightly less than il querter-wavelength), the amplitude of the intervening peak is extremely
low, supporting the idea of destructive interference. In the
vicinity of the 3-11 well (Figure 9) the section is about
45 m thick (or slightly grezwr than it quxter-wwelenth)
and the amplitude of the intervening peak is marginally
higher. Presumably,
with ever increasing
rclicf nt the
Precambrian, the unplitude of the peak would decrease to

the point where the near-Keg River and Precambrian
events would visually merge. Where the basal Muskeg
anhydrite and the Keg River sediments are absent (presumably due to nondeposition xrws Precambrian structwe ils
in the 2-10~X9-3WS well at the Trout field). the overlying
Muske_r salts have typically been dissolved. The resulting
colh~pse features are readily identified on seismic sections
(e.g.. Figure 16.
‘1‘twlT

Interpretation

FIELI)

of the geologic cross-section

Figure 5 shows the appronimatc orientation of the se&
mic lint nnd the locations of the three wells incorporated
into the corresponding geologic cross-section (Figure IS).
Only one of the three; the I l-15.X9-3WS well (complctcd
in 19X7). currently
produces
from the Keg River
Formation: the other two stand abandoned. As illustmted in
Figure IS. the I-11.XX-3WS well (1972) is off-structure
and the Keg River Formation here is wet. In contmst, while
the 2.IO-89.3W5
well (197X) is omstwcture.
the Keg

163

Fig. 14. Sonic+q model and corresponding 2-C synthetic seismic Section illustrating the seismic response to the thinning of the basal anhy~
driteiPrecambrian interval. The vertical scales are two~way traveltime in seconds.

ing that relief at the Precambrian is at least partially erosional in origin. This observed thinning on-structure generates a corresponding lateral variation in the amplitude of
the reflection from the Precambrian horizon (Figure 16).
Within the study area, the Precambrian
is generally
overlain by basal Paleozoic elastics and the Keg River
Formation. As discussed above, these strata thin on-strutture and in extrrmc cases can be depositionally
absent.
Both horizons are typically areally closed across. or against

River Formation here is absent, presumably due to nondeposition on this Precambrian high.
The lowest horizon identified
on the cross-section
(Figure 15) is again the Precambrian. In the Trout area, like
the Panny area, this is a surface of considerable relief and
the basement structures mapped seismically are generally
areally closed. As depicted
in Figure
15, the basal
Paleozoic elastic and Keg River sediments thin on-strutture, being depositionally
absent in the 2-10 well, indicat-
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Fig. 15. Geologic cross-section. Trout study area (Figure 5). The well logs shown are gamma-ray (left) and sonic (right).

Fig. 16. Normal-polarity seismic section. Trout study area; see Figure 5 for well locations relative to the seismic line. The TD point for each
o& of these well; is in ihe Precambrian.
the flanks of. Precambrian bascmcnt highs. Such closure,
in general attributed both to differential compaction and to
fault reactivation, is illustrated in the I I-15.X9-3W5 well.
Once again, the near-Keg River ewnt is seismically
more prominent than the Keg River event and as shown in
Figure IS, this saltiunhydrite contact mox or Icss parallels
the anhydrite/Keg River contact.
In places. as evidenced by the Z-10 well (Figure IS), the
basal Paleozoic elastics. Keg River Formation and basal
part of the Muskeg f%mnation arc absent. In these areas.
interlayered salts and anhydrites were deposited directly on
the Precambrian. Typically, such salts hnvc been postdepositionally leached. Dissolution in the 2-10 well is interpreted as having occurred principally
during Beaverhill Lake
time due to waters percolating
through the weathcrcd
Precambrian (Anderson et al.. 1989b) or through conduits
arising from fault reactivation (P.C. Stamina, pen. comm.:
Cant, 19X8). As depicted in Figure IS, pronounced colapse features can be aswciatcd with salt dissolution.
The Muskeg,
Watt Mountain
and Slave Point
Formations typically drape xross underlymg Precambrian
structure as a result of compaction. As illustrated in Figure
IS, exceptions occur in areas of extensive salt dissolution.
As evidenced by the 2-10 wcil, overlying horizons can be
anomalously
low where the Precambrian is anomalously
high. The seismic interpreter should bear this potential
relationship
in mind and not simply assume that timestrwturc above the Precambl~ian is always a hubducd replica of the Precambrian structure itself.

Interpretation

of the seismic line

The 12.fold seismic data (Figure 16) were recorded on
I20 traces using single 2.2%kg charges at depths of IS m,
with a 1560-m split spread, 130-m shot spacing and a 26-m
group interval. Just as for the Panny examples, the labelled
events are confidently
identified along the seismic line

(Figure 16) on the basis of ties to synthetic seismograms
and regional correlations.
In Figures I3 and 14. sonic-log models and their corresponding 2-D synthetic seismic sections are shown. These
models
demonstrate
how the amplitudes
of the
Precambrian and near-Keg River cvcnts vary as a function
of rrliel along the Precambrian. As mentioned earlier, the
Precambrian event is of relatively high amplitude off-structure where it is overlain by a thick veneer of low-velocity
basal Paleoroic elastics and of lower amplitude on-strutture where it is profressively
overlain by thinner basal
Paleozoic elastic Keg River and basal Muskcg anhydrite
sections. The modelled lateral amplitude variations are due
both to interference effects (due to thinning of low-velocity
material) and to lateral variations in acoustic-impedance
contrasts.
The near-Keg
River event is also seen to
decrease in amplitude on-structure and to terminate where
the salts have been leached. This amplitude decrease onstwcturc represents interlercncc phenomena caused by the
progressive thinning of the interval from the base of the
salt to the Precambrian. The event terminates where the
salts are dissolved, that is, where the near-Keg River hori70” as defined herein does not exist.
These modelled relationships are observed on thr scismic line of Figure 16. For instance. the amplitude of the
Precambrian event decreases as structural relief increases.
In the vicinity of traces I41 to 191, where the Muskeg
anhydritc directly owrlies the Precambrian, this contact
can be confidently mapped only by using sonic-log control
from the 2-10 well. The amplitude of the nrar-Keg River
event is similarly higher off-structure.
In the vicinity of
tract 191. where the Muskeg salts have been leached, this
reflection disappears completely.
In contrast, the overlying Slave Point event can be corrclated confidently along the entire seismic line. As a comequcnce of compaction, this event drapes across the under-
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lying Precambrian, except where the Muskeg salts have
been dissolved in post-Slave Point time (Figure 16, traces
141 to 191). In such places, as a result of leaching and collapse, the Slave Point event is anomalously
low, eve”
though it overlies a Precambrian high.
The overlying
Beaverhill
Lake, lreton and Wabamun
horizons drape only slightly across the Precambrian, suggesting that the dissolution of the Muskeg salts occurred,
for the most part, prior to the end of Beaverhill Lake time.

The Keg River Formation
is the principal
reservoir
facies in the general Senex area. The basic structural relationships with which the explorationist
active in this area
should be familiar are, namely, that:
(1) Keg River reservoirs are present where this formation either drapes across or wedges out against
Precambrian structural highs;
(2) generally, the Slave Point Formation drapes across
Precambrian basement structures, but where Muskeg
salts have been leached during post-Slave Point time,
this drape can be subdued or overturned; and
(3) dissolution of Muskeg salts is common throughout
the study area and has occurred both where the
Precambrian
is unconformably
overlain
by the
Muskeg Formation (typical of Trout) and also where
thick Keg River and Granite Wash sections are present (typical of Panny).
In the general Senex area (Figure Z), it is essential to bc
able to identify Precambrian structures on seismic data.
Where salt dissolution has not occurred, this exercise consists merely in distinguishing
structural-relief
effects from
statics problems, assuming one has good data to work with

(e.g., free of multiple interference). Where leaching of the
salt has occurred, the exercise is more complex as the
Slave Point event is then often anomalously low, in particular at Trout, where the Precambrian is high: this depends
on the timing of the salt dissolution.
Furthermore,
the
Precambrian and near-Keg River events in these areas are
usually difficult to correlate. This lack of lateral continuity
is often the key to distinguishing
zones of salt dissolution
from structural lows at the Precambrian level. Where the
Precambrian is low, both this event and the near-Keg River
reflection should be of relatively
high amplitude. Other
features characteristic of salt dissolution include diffraction
patterns and extreme time-structural
relief at the Slave
Point level. Structure at the Slave Point level due to compaction should be less abrupt.
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